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I. Background 

Vedic Sanskrit (spoken since 2nd half of 2nd millennium BCE) is an Indic language in the 
Indo- Iranian branch of the Indo-European language family. This talk is confined to the oldest form 

of Vedic, the language of the Rig Veda. Like other IE languages, it has preverbs:

"[Preverb] refers to morphemes that appear in front of a verb, and that form a close 
semantic unit with that verb.  In many cases the morpheme that functions as a 
preverb can also function without a preverbal context, often as an adverb or 
adposition... [These complex verbs] are multi-morphemic, but behave as single words."
Booij and van Kemenade, 2002

Vedic preverbs may also function without a preverbal context, as directional adpositions.  
Preverbs like this also occur in many modern languages, such as English: consider call vs. call 
up and call out, take vs. take out or take on.

A useful way to think of these complex verbs is as constructions: syntactic templates which 
carry a specific meaning or type of meaning. The type of construction dealt with in this talk is
the pseudoreversative construction, termed thus in McIntyre 2002. 

Pseudoreversatives are constructions involving preverbs in which the directionality of the 
preverb 'contradicts' that of the preverb, and the resulting compound is in some way the 
'reverse' or opposite of the simplex verb. 'Stipulated composition rule' for 
pseudoreversatives:

"If a verb V entails a result R, the reversal of R may be expressed by combining V with 
a particle contradicting R." McIntyre 2002

Examples of German pseudoreversatives: auseinanderbauen 'disassemble', 
auseinandermontieren 'disassemble', ausparken 'un-park', losbinden 'untie', abschwellen 'un-
swell', wegerfinden 'un-discover'.  These are distinct from 'true reversatives', such as English 
un-, which can be used with almost any verb without regard for its meaning or directionality.

There are a variety of preverbs in the Rig Veda which lend themselves particularly well to 
pseudoreversative constructions: ápa, áva, ní, nís, and ví.  What follows are a few examples of 
each in pseudoreversative constructions, and in each of these examples, the preverb in 
question is the only preverb in the construction. All translations are from Jamison and 
Brereton 2014 unless otherwise noted.
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II. Examples of Single-Preverb Pseudoreversatives

A.  ápa 'away, forth, off'

1) ápa + √v1  'open, uncover' (simplex verb: 'cover')

1.11.5ab tváṃ valásya gómató / 'pāvar adrivo bílam

"You uncovered the opening of Vala filled with cattle, o possessor of the stone'.'

2) ápa + √vyā 'uncover' (simplex verb: 'cover, envelop')

7.81.1cd ápo máhi vyayati cákṣase támo 

"She unwraps the great darkness for seeing." 

B.  áva 'down, down from, down to'

3) áva + √tan1 'make slack' (simplex: 'stretch')

8.19.20c áva sthirā́ tanuhi bhū́ri śárdhatāṃ

"Loosen the sturdy (bows) of those who are greatly defiant." 

C.  ní 'down, down into, back'

4) ní + √miṣ 'blink' (simplex: 'open one's eyes' [probable])

9.73.4c ásya spáśo ná ní miṣanti bhū́rṇayaḥ

"His fervent spies do not blink." 

D.  nís 'out, away from, forth'

5) nís + √ubj 'release' (simplex: 'restrain, subdue')

1.56.5d  áhan vrt̥ráṃ nír apāḿ aubjo arṇavám

"You smashed Vrt̥ra, (then) you forced out the flood of waters." 
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6) níṣ + √kr ̥'undo' (simplex: 'make')

10.97.9d  yád āmáyati níṣ krt̥ha

"Was schmerzt, das macht ihr heil." (Schneider 2010)

E. ví 'apart, away'

7) ví + √kr ̥'destroy' (simplex: 'make')

7.48.3cd  índro víbhvām̐ rb̥hukṣā ́vāj́o aryáḥ / śátror mithatyā ́krṇ̥avan ví nrm̥ṇám

"Indra, Vibhvān, bhukṣan, Vāja sollen die Kraft des Nebenbuhlers, des Feindes 

im Wettstreit zunichte machen."  (Casaretto 2011) ("Indra, Vibhvān, bhukṣan, 

and Vāja will destroy the power of the rival and of the enemy in the competition")

8) ví + √takṣ 'chop off' (simplex: 'build, construct')

1.158.5cd  śíro yád asya traitanó vitákṣat / svayáṃ dāsá úro áṃsāv ápi gdha

"When Traitana hewed away the head, the Dāsa himself ate his own chest and 

shoulders." 

III. Examples of Double-Preverb Pseudoreversatives

9) ví + [ +√kr̥] 'separate, cut' ( +√kr̥ = 'put together')

2.38.8d  sthaśó jánmāni savitā ́ví āḱaḥ

"Savitar has distributed the races according to their stations."

10) ápa + [ +√kr̥] 'put away' 

10.142.1d  āré híṃsānām ápa didyúm ā ́krd̥hi

"Put away in the distance the injurious missile."

IV.  Semi-Productive and Idiosyncratic

Why can't preverbs of similar meaning form the same compounds with the 
same or similar verbs? (i.e., why no áva + √kr ̥'destroy', or ápa + √takṣ 'disassemble'? 
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These do not exist with these meanings.) Do these all have to be individually stored in 
the lexicon?

V. Conclusions and Directions for Future Research

What about reversatives? Where do they fit in? Can a preverb commonly used in 
pseudoreversative constructions be generalized to the extent that it becomes a true 
reversative affix?
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